
I With the First Nighters
1 JOHN DREW AND "JACK STRAW."

H Mistaken identity has been the theme of so
H). many authors or near authors that it takes a
H real artist to evolve enough interest to make one
Hi iorget that he is seeing the same thing he has
H witnessed Innumerable times before even if it
H, is in a slightly different guise, though Somerset
B Maugham's "Jack Straw" has the redeeming
Hi i feature of a denouement which establishes the
Hip identity of the poseur as the person he pretends

J to be.
H i But it is not the play that attracts nearly

Hif so much as John Drew and those who came aZong
H with him. Mr. Drew himself grows a little
H younger and a little more wonderful each sea- -

H son and this spring ho has enhanced the pleasuie
H of the performance a 'hundred fold in the selec- -

H tion of a company which individually is several
H points above par and collectively a galaxy.

H With most stars, when there is a comptaint,
H it is because they do not in their several changes,
Hj lose their identity. If there should ever happen to
Hj be a complaint regarding the work of John Drew,
H It would be because he had lost h'mself in the
H portrayal of some exotic role. Mr. Drew is pe- -

H culiarly fortunate in being one of the few wbo
H can play a hundred parts and still be himself
H without a sign of discontent from the front.
H Thoroughly natural (though the term may sound
H stereotyped because of its frequent abuse) with

PH an elegance and charm and presence unequalled
H by any who essay such roles as those which are
H1 usually built for him, he is always dependable.
H To judge from the humor in "Jack Straw,"
H;' Maugham is destined for better things and having
H caught so well Drew's peculiar adaptability for
H' such parts as the one he Is now playing, it Is

Hr up to this same Maugham to do something which
Ht' in the hands of the actor will make the play--

H w right great.
H As usual the Drew support Is everything it
H should be and a little bit more. Rose Coghlan
H as Mrs. Parker Jennings is a perfect delight,
H Helen Freeman, practically a new discovery, Is a
H beauty, and (rare combination) can also act;
H Adelaide Prince as Lady Wanley Is very talented
H, and most attractive, the men, particularly
H Frank Goldsmith and Edgar Davenport, are
H splendid, and, in fact, there isn't anyone in the

M support who has an erroneous idea of his or her
B assignment. The result is a perfect perform- -

B ance, and ,in the artistry of those who belong. It
H is easy to forget that the play could, with others
H less skilled, easily become a failure.
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B "THE MILLS OF THE GODS."

H "The Mills of the Gods" grind slowly, but oh,

H sometimes they grind exceeding rough, though
m the gods are not always entirely to blame. If
M they were and Broadhurst and the troopers at the

H Colonial could be entirely absolved, we would
H have heard a loud rumble ere this as Jove gath- -

H ered up his thunderbolts and withdrew from the
H Elysian Federation of gods while Aeolus put a
H Yale lock on the main cave of LIpara so tJhe wind
H couldn't get out to start the wheels.
H In trutli "the play's the thing," but the brilliant
H bard said the line too early to anticipate how
H awful a thing the play can sometimes be. Really
H the play that Mr. Shuter presents is too absurd
H for serious consideration though the yearners

Hn for the long and merry, merry laugh should not
H miss the series of opportunities presented in four
H acts of such heroics as are littering up tine Co- -

H lon!?l stage this week.
H "7 he Mills of the Gods" is too rog by about
flj four acts, and it is doubtful if real actors could
H make anything of it at any kind of prices.

Monroe Salisbury has a good voice, and in his
support Oscar Brlggs and Inez Baird are the par-

ticularly bright spots, but generally speaking the
vehicle though well mounted is badly ridden,
though as something unique In the theatrical his-

tory of 1908-190- it should remain in memory a
considerable time.

The grist will be exhausted this evening.
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ONE MORE WEEK OF VAUDEVILLE.

"Chiri-Birl-Bi- " with eight Melanis and not
three as before cornered the "bravos" at the m

this week though there are a lot of other
good acts in the making of a line bill at the
house, the only disappointing features being the
Coe-Boy- d attempt at humor and the story of
"Pat and the Genii." The fault in the latter is
not the fault of Tom Nawn and his company, but
of the sketch Itself, which is a frothy bit of noth-
ingness.

As usual Marshall P. Wilder has a lot of new
stiw was a great boon to the first-nighte-

who a several shades of blue owing to the
drycot. dunday Salt Lake ever saw and the tonic
he distributed had nothing but pleasant effects.

The whole show was something like a horse
race with the finish better than the start, but
Matthews and Reece and Nell Loclcwood and Ha-

zel Bryson made the first quarter Interesting. The
Casting Dunbars are thrillers and there is plenty

of fun in the act in which they conclude the bill.
Beginning tomorrow evening S. Miller Kent is

the head liner according to the announcements:
Hl3 playlet is entitled "Marriage in a Motor Car."
Another sketch on the bill is "Almost," presented
by the Wliittier-Harrie- s Company, and others
who will be seen and heard are Violetta the
dancer, the acrobats the SandwJnas, Dorothy
Drew the comedienne, Jarrow the trickster, and
Wells and Sells.

At tho close of the week it will be curtains at
the Orpheum until the opening of the season of'
1909-193- unless something is put on to take up
the intervening time, and with the prospects for
Salt Lake this summer It is not at all improbable
that something will be forthcoming.
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Ralph Stuart has gained popular favor very
quickly at the Bungalow, where, with Mary Hall,
he has appeared in .'By Right of Sword" and
"The Transgressors," the latter being this
week's offering. It is scarcely necessary, how-

ever, for him to pose as a matinee idol exclusively
as he is a competent, capable actor, and exer-
cises excellent judgment in presenting his char-
acterizations. In "The Transgressors," this week,
both he and Miss Hall acquitted themselves cred-
itably, and present one of the best stock produc-
tions of the season. The other members of the
company are giving a much better account of
themselves than any time in weeks, and the
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